An factory are the 'picturesque' elevations so overmuch in evi-
archttect's deuce in contemporary exhibitions. 1 remember my dis-
draw'tngs appointment, after eagerly awaiting Lutyetis' plans for his
New Delhi, at the empty, washy drawings shown at the
Royal Academy. What noble things a contemporary of
Jnigo Jones would have made of such elevations [
1 was asked to speak on the subject of architects1 drawings at the RJ.B.A,, when I showed on the screen good and bad examples; the masterly drawings of the Renaissance architects looked superb; while some of the nineteenth century drawings, Pugin's 'Contrasts1 among them, were excellent,
Lethaby, like Ruskin and Philip Webb before him, owed much to Pugin, Though by temperament they were wide apart, there was something in common between Pugm and Benjamin Haydon. Both men had more than a touch of genius, which was rarely apparent in their work. Yet Hay-don's entertaining painting of the Punch and Judy Show at the Tate is a delightful picture, and contains painter-like passages which few contemporary painters could achieve, When he aimed at the sublime he failed. His autobiography, •which Tom Taylor edited, can be read and reread, What happened to the journals themselves, from which Tom Taylor selected only the parts lie thought fit for publication, is a mystery. Some say Taylor destroyed them; from others I have heard that they are still extant, Buxton Forman, writing on Keats, seemed to suggest he had had access to them; but when I enquired from him I had a somewhat vague reply. I thought perhaps Aldous Huxley, who wrote on Haydon and later edited an edition of the autobiography, might know something of the journals. From his letter I gathered it was not so:
6J-33-
Dear Rothenstein,
Forgive the long delay—due to the fact that 1 have been travelling in Central America, looking at Maya and Toltec remains and, with even greater interest, at living Indians,

